JSSC WORKSHOP ON PHYSICS AT GGIS
Gyan Ganga International School organized a workshop on 2nd July 2016 at “Pravah”
auditorium in the school campus which was sponsored by JSSC in association with IAPT
(Indian Association of Physics Teachers). The resource person for the same was Prof. M S
Marwaha from Chandigarh who is an eminent person with distinct personality.
The workshop on ‘Making Physics Simple’ was organized with an objective of making
physics easy, simple, more assessable and interesting not only for students but also for
teachers. More than 50 teachers participated in the workshop.
The resource person Prof. M S Marwaha dealt with the following topics during his first
session’s presentation which were Waves, Oscillation and Light. He also threw light on
various principles related to the above mentioned topics. He made his explanation more
interesting by demonstrating the following topics in the form of practicals. He also made
the sessions interesting by organizing various activities. In the second session he discussed
other parts of Physics like – Eectricity, Magnetism, Electrostatics etc.
The sessions were made more interesting by the participants by raising en number of
questions and queries. The resource person made the explanation of the topics easier by
using every day devices and making the practical form with low cost classroom devices.
Speaking on the occasion Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Principal of GGIS thanked resource
person Prof. M S Marawaha, Principals, Teachers and Students who witnessed this mega
event and reputed their eminent presence which fortified and graced the workshop. He
also appreciated the efforts made by JSSC for planning and bringing out all such activities
which are not only for the betterment of teachers and students from time-to-time but also
helps in making the education more demonstrative and effective.
At the end valedictory session was conducted for the dignitaries who attended the
workshop and showed their positive attitude towards the subject. Chairperson of Gyan
Ganga International School, Honrable D C Jain felicitated Prof. M S Marwaha by presenting
a token of love and expressed his heartfelt thanks to all the participants teachers for
attending the workshop and requested them to use all the experiments and techniques
during their teaching of physics in the respected school which will definitely elate the
interest and knowledge of the students towards the subject.

